
PHOENIX-2: A New Broadband Spectrometer for Deci-metric and Microwave Radio BurstsFirst ResultsPeter Messmer, Arnold O. Benz and Christian MonsteinInstitute of Astronomy, ETH, CH-8092 Z�urich, SwitzerlandAbstract. A broadband radio spectrometer has been put into operation at Bleien,Switzerland, to register the are emission of the full sun. In the frequency range ofoperation, 0.1 to 4.0 GHz, both modes of circular polarization are recorded contin-uously. The new system, Phoenix-2, has been developed from the experience withthe previous Phoenix spectrometer. Improved, computer controlled focal hardwareallows now a complete daily calibration, a more sophisticated calibration proce-dure, and monitoring of all essential instrumental and environmental parameters.Calibrated data is now usually available the day after observation and is accessi-ble through the Internet. The scienti�c improvements include a larger frequencyrange of observation, a larger number of completely recorded events due to full-dayregistration, more accurate measurements, particularly in circular polarization, andmore reliable operation. First observations are presented and quantitative resultscomparing the calibration with single frequency instruments are reported.Keywords: Instruments 1. IntroductionNon-thermal particles accelerated in solar ares are well known to gen-erate various kinds of waves in the coronal plasma. Flare energy release,requiring possibly anomalous resistivity, may be itself a source of suchwaves. Many of these waves in the plasma are capable to be transformedinto propagating electromagnetic waves, and some of the latter maybe observable as coherent radio bursts. The energy of major aresis released in the lower corona of active regions. Particle accelerationis generally modeled in a plasma having an electron density between109 and 1011 cm�3 and a magnetic �eld of 100 to 1000 Gauss (e.g.Miller et al., 1997). If the energy release process or the particle exciteplasma waves in or near the acceleration region, the observable radioemission should be roughly in the range between 0.3 and 6 GHz. Formaser emission at the fundamental of the electron gyrofrequency, theemission would be the range from 0.3 and 3 GHz, and for harmonicsat an accordingly higher frequency. Although the excitation of thesewaves may be very likely, they have to overcome enormous absorptionof the ambient plasma to escape the corona.c 1999 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 It is known since the early 1960s (Young et al., 1961), that someares emit intense coherent decimetric radiation. The emission is easilydistinguished from the incoherent, very broadband gyrosynchrotronemission. A combination of density inhomogeneity, emitting region be-ing located in high-density regions, scattering and ducting makes itpossible that coherent emission at the mentioned characteristic plasmafrequencies can escape. It carries information on the are energy releaseprocess and/or its accelerated particles.The Radio Astronomy and Plasma Physics (RAPP) group of theInstitute of Astronomy at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology(ETH) in Zurich has been engaged in spectral investigations of solarradio bursts since 1972.The analog-recording spectrograph Daedalus registered events in the0:1 � 1:0 GHz range for more than one solar cycle. Its computer-controlled successor, Ikarus, provided higher temporal and spectralresolution beside digital recording capabilities (Perrenoud, 1982). Asurvey of decimetric emissions in the 0:1 � 1:0 GHz range (G�udeland Benz, 1990) and many investigations on narrow-band spikes areamong the major observations performed with Icarus (e.g. Benz, 1985;Aschwanden and G�udel, 1992; Benz, Csillaghy, and Aschwanden, 1996).The spectrometer Phoenix extended the frequency range to 3 GHz andtemporarily up to 8:5 GHz (Benz et al., 1991). This allowed to extendthe catalog of decimetric emissions (Bruggmann et al., 1990; Isliker andBenz, 1994), to resolve microwave narrow-band spikes in frequency andto determine their decay times at higher frequencies (G�udel and Benz,1990; Csillaghy and Benz, 1993).After several years of operation, the Phoenix system has now beenredesigned. While parts of the receiver hardware were reused in theemerging system, all of the dedicated control hardware was replacedby PC controlled components. The system is designed for completeautonomous operation, including data transfer to the Institute of As-tronomy in Zurich, data calibration and data archiving.This paper is organized in the following way: The next section givesan overview of the Phoenix-2 hardware and a list of system parameters.Sec. 3 describes the new organization of data transfer and processing,and Sec. 4 the calibration procedure with calibration results in Sec. 5.Sec. 6 shows some �rst observational results, obtained with the newsystem. Conclusions are given in Sec. 7.
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PHOENIX-2: A New Spectrometer for Decimetric Radio Bursts 32. HardwareThe frequency-agile radio spectrometer Phoenix-2 of ETH is located atBleien, about 50 km west of Z�urich, Switzerland. The system is fed bya parabolic dish of 7 m diameter, which is pointed continuously to thesun. The position is controlled by two 11-bit angular decoders.
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Figure 1. Simpli�ed scheme of the front-end high-frequency paths. All open switchesare terminated with a 50 Ohm resistor. Switch S1 selects between linear polarizationand circular polarization measurement. Switch S2 connects either both sets of dipolesor a noise source to the high-frequency paths. In the latter case, switch S3 selectsthe path to which the noise source is connected, and switch S4 �nally selects oneof three di�erent noise sources. The highlighted path shows, as an example, thecon�guration for left circular polarization measurements.In the primary focus, two sets of crossed log-periodic dipoles, cov-ering a range from 0.1-4 GHz, and a thermally stabilized front end areinstalled.A simpli�ed scheme of the front end circuits is shown in Fig. 1.The radiation is captured by the two orthogonal sets of dipoles onthe left hand side of the picture and guided through one of four high-frequency channels to the pre-ampli�er on the right hand side. SwitchS1 selects either linear or circular polarization measurements. In caseof linear measurement, one set of linear dipoles is connected directly tothe preampli�er (linear paths 1 and 2). In case of circular polarizationmeasurements, both sets of dipoles are connected to a hybrid, intro-ducing a phase shift of ��=2 between the two linear paths. One of thehybrid output terminals is then connected to the preampli�er (circularpaths L and R). Switch S2 connects either the dipoles or a noise sourceto the high-frequency paths. In the latter case, switch S3 determines towhich high-frequency path the noise source is connected to and switchS4 �nally selects between the noise sources at either 35 dB ENR, 25dB ENR or terminated with 50 Ohm.Switch S1 is realized by cascading PIN-Diode switches and me-chanical relays, allowing to switch between two states of polarization
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4(circular L - circular R or linear 1 - linear 2) in less than 15 ns. Thesame design was chosen for switch S2, allowing Dicke measurements byswitching between dipoles and a noise source.Table I. Phoenix-2 system speci�cation.Parameter Phoenix-2Frequency range 0:1 � 4 GHzNumber of channels (maximum) 2000Channel bandwidth 1, 3 or 10 MHzIntegration time per channel 440�sTemporal resolution 500�s with 1 channel -1 s with 2000 channelsRecording time sunrise - sunsetAntenna 7 m parabolaFocal ratio 0:34E�ective antenna area 15 m2 @ 0:6 GHz - 0:5 m2 @ 4 GHzSystem temperature 1200K @ 0:6 GHz - 2100 K @ 4GHzTotal system gain 16:5 dBOne measurement cycle of 500�s duration consists of four individualintegration periods of 110�s. Between each of them switches S1 and S2can change position. This leads to a total integration time of 220�s forcombined total ux density and polarization measurements and 440�sfor single polarization state measurements.Spectra are obtained by stepping through a set of prede�ned fre-quency channels. The number of channels has to be compromised be-tween temporal resolution (500�s for single channel measurements) andspectral resolution (2000 channels with one measurement per second inevery channel).The signal for frequency up-conversion to the intermediate frequen-cies between 8:17 and 11:17 GHz is generated by two alternating syn-thesizer. While one synthesizer is involved in a given measurement, theother one stabilizes for the next frequency, allowing a high switchingrate between stable frequencies. After down-conversion to a secondintermediate frequency at 70 MHz and bandwidth selection (1, 3 or10 MHz) the signal is logarithmically detected in a dynamical range of80 dB.Two integrators sum the detector signal during one measurementcycle, one with constant sign, the other one with alternating sign every
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PHOENIX-2: A New Spectrometer for Decimetric Radio Bursts 5second integration period. Switching between left and right polariza-tion, this measures both Stokes I (left plus right circular polarization)and Stokes V (left minus right polarization). After one measurementcycle, these two values are A/D converted and fetched by a PC.3. Data Transfer and ProcessingAt the observatory site, two standard PC perform all data acquisitionand hardware control. Selection of observed frequencies and initiationof calibration measurements is performed fully autonomous accordingto prede�ned schedules.Every night, the daily data is transfered through the Internet fromthe observatory location to the Institute of Astronomy in Zurich. Theamount of 100-200 MB raw data per day is received through the 128kbit/s link in 2-4 hours, depending on the network load.At the receiving site, the incoming data stream is searched for cali-bration data. If a full set of calibration measurements is available, thesystem parameters are re-determined. Observational data is calibratedaccording to the latest determined system parameters. For quickerlocalization of radio events, the data is compressed into overview spec-trograms with reduced temporal and spectral resolution.Beside the actual observations, additional data is acquired for sys-tem control: local weather conditions, noise source temperature, hu-midity etc. This data is mainly used for quality control and systemspeci�cation.The complete data archive is publicly accessible under http://www.astro.phys.ethz.ch/rag/. In normal operation, the observa-tional data is available on the following day.4. CalibrationCalibration of Phoenix-2 is performed in two steps: In a �rst step,the receiver calibration, the correspondence between system outputand antenna temperature is established. In a second step, the e�ectiveantenna area is determined, what allows to transform antenna temper-atures into solar ux units. All system parameters are assumed to befrequency dependent, so all calibration steps described in the followingare performed for every frequency channel.
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64.1. Linear Polarization MeasurementsThe receiver system with the logarithmic detector in case of linearpolarization measurement is modeled by� = A+B log[�i(T � T0) + Ts] (1)where � is the detector output, A is the system o�set, B is the systemgain, �i is the attenuation between noise source and detector, measuredthrough high-frequency path i 2 f1; 2g, T is the antenna tempera-ture, T0 the constant temperature of the front-end, and Ts the systemtemperature.Measuring the three noise sources through both linear paths leadsto an overall set of six measurement values for the �ve unknown systemparameters A, B, �i and Ts. This over-determined system is solved bymeans of a numerical non-linear optimization.Knowing the system parameters, the system output can be convertedinto antenna temperature. To convert now the antenna temperatureinto solar ux values, the e�ective antenna area has to be determined,S = 2AekB(T � TB) (2)where S is the solar ux density, Ae the e�ective antenna area, kB theBoltzmann constant, T the antenna temperature and TB the temper-ature of the background. Knowing TB from measurements of the skyo� the sun (e.g. during the night), and knowing the solar ux densitypublished by other groups (e.g. NOAA, gopher://solar.sec.noaa.gov:70/00/lists/radio/rad), the e�ective antenna area can be computed.4.2. Circular Polarization MeasurementsThe calibration process for circular polarization measurements is moreinvolved, due to the higher complexity of the high-frequency paths. Amajor problem is the mixing of both states of circular polarization inthe hybrid. The temperature eTL at the hybrid output terminal for leftpolarization is given byeTL = 12[TL(�1L + �2L)2 + TR(�1L � �2L)2] (3)where TL; TR are the antenna temperatures for hypothetical circular po-larized antennas, and ��2ij are the high-frequency path attenuations be-tween noise source and detector, measured through the hybrid betweeninput terminal i 2 f1; 2g and output terminal j 2 fL;Rg.
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PHOENIX-2: A New Spectrometer for Decimetric Radio Bursts 7In case of an ideal hybrid with identical attenuations �1j = �2j, thereis no mixing between the two antenna temperatures. However, measure-ments at a network analyzer showed unequal attenuations, making amore elaborated calibration routine necessary.Measuring the three noise sources through all four hybrid paths leadsto a set of 12 measurement values. The overall set of unknown systemparameters for circular polarization measurements consists of the fourattenuations �ij in the hybrid, the system temperature Ts, the systemgain B, and system o�set A, what is a set of seven unknown parameters.This allows to determine all parameters by means of a numerical �t.5. Calibration ResultsCalibration measurements are performed once during night (o� sun)and once during daytime (on sun). Beside computation of the receiverparameters, these measurements allow to determine the e�ective an-tenna are, according to Sec. 4.1. As solar ux density reference values,the data of the USAF Observatory in Learmonth, Australia (see NOAA,gopher://solar.sec.noaa.gov:70/00/lists/radio/rad) at frequencies 245MHz, 410 MHz, 610 MHz, 1415 MHz, 2695 MHz, 2800 MHz and 4995MHz is incorporated into the current calibration.A way to estimate the accuracy of the model parameters is tocompare the parameters determined during an on-sun calibration withthose determined o� sun. Excluding long time variations, the param-eters should be identical in both cases. As the measurements scatter,the numerical uncertainties lead to variations in the parameters. Toestimate the resulting error, the variation of the value determinedon-sun and o�-sun was measured for every system parameter for 16calibrations. The relative error in the ux density induced by thisvariation is plotted in the Fig. 2. Based on these errors, the overallerror in ux density is estimated.In the range from 300 MHz to 4 GHz, the total solar ux densityis rarely below 40 sfu. In this ux range, the total error is below 10%,promising well calibrated ux density measurements.Fig. 3 shows peak ux density values for 10 bursts at 1415 MHz,between August and November 1998. The error bars indicate the totalsystem parameter error as shown in Fig. 2. The pre-burst backgroundwas subtracted. Quantitatively good agreement was found throughoutthe range of available ux density values.Another indicator for the accuracy of the determined ux density isthe comparison of the rms ux density noise �F with the theoretically
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8

Figure 2. Di�erent sources of uncertainty in absolute ux density measurements,based on model parameter variations in 16 calibrations, as function of determinedux density (at 1415 MHz): system o�set A (solid, thin), system gain B (dotted),system temperature Ts (dashed), high-frequency path attenuation �i (dash-dotted),antenna area (dash-triple-dotted) and theoretical overall error (solid, thick). Up toabout 50 sfu total ux, the error is dominated by the uncertainty in the systemo�set, whereas for higher uxes the error is dominated by the uncertainty in thee�ective antenna area. In the range of observation above 40 sfu (which is about thequiet sun background at 300 MHz), the overall error is well below 10 %.expected rms noise �FT determined by the radiometer equation�FT = Fp���t (4)where F is the observed mean ux density, �� is the receiver bandwidthand �t is the total integration period.At a frequency of 1415 MHz, the measured ux density noise for 440measurements was �F = (1:01 � 0:10)�FT (5)at a mean ux density of 103 sfu. The given accuracy is the standarddeviation, i.e. the half-width of the distribution of single measurementswith 10 MHz receiver bandwidth and a total integration time of 220�s.
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PHOENIX-2: A New Spectrometer for Decimetric Radio Bursts 9

Figure 3. Peak ux density values at 1415 MHz for selected bursts measured bythe USAF Stations Sagamore Hill (3), San Vito (�), Learmonth (2), compared tothe values determined by Phoenix-2. The values correspond well over the observedrange from 23 sfu - 1400 sfu. (Background ux density between 80 and 110 sfu)The polarization calibration was investigated by measuring spectraof the communication satellites Intelsat-803 and Arabsat-2B for whichthe polarization is known. Highly active circular polarized frequencychannels were measured as up to 97% polarized. Assuming perfectlycircular polarized emitting antennas, this leaves a crosstalk of about1.5% between left and right circular polarization.6. First ResultsFig. 4 shows total ux density and polarization measurements of anevent on September 23, 06:53:60 - 06:56:00 UT in 33 equidistant-distantfrequency channels between 1000 MHz and 2280 MHz. Both abscissascales are logarithmically compressed. The lower picture shows polar-ization values for right circular polarization with the pre-are polariza-tion subtracted. At low total ux density, the polarization measurementexhibits more noise. However, some structures above the smooth con-tinuum are more clearly visible in polarization than in total ux densitymeasurements.Another example, recorded on September 11, 1998 in the 0.1 to4 GHz range, is shown in Fig. 5. Due to the high-frequency coverage, the
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10

Figure 4. Total ux density (top) and polarization measurements (bottom) of theevent 1998/09/23, 06:53:60 - 06:56:00 in 33 equidistant-distant frequency channelsbetween 1000 MHz (top end) and 2280 MHz (lower end). Flux density values areintegrated over 0.1 s, leading to an overall integration time of 1.25 ms per bin,whereas polarization values are integrated over 1 s, leading to an overall integrationtime of 12.5 ms per bin. Both ux and polarization are compressed logarithmically.Several structures show up in polarization, which disappear in the total ux densitymeasurement. An acoustic representation of this event is presented on the endlosedCD-ROM.
temporal resolution was relatively low (0.1 s between measurements inthe same frequency channel). The main Type II like structure occurredbetween 16:02 and 16:09 UT and is depicted in the background picture.The top inset shows a sequence of inverted U-bursts, occurring in theimpulsive phase. A background has been subtracted.The middle inset is a zoom of the impulsive phase in the 1 - 3 GHzrange. It shows small-scale structures at frequencies well above thoseof the type U-bursts. A zoom on these small scale structures (bottominset) allows to identify them again as type U-bursts, with a turnoverfrequency of about 1750 MHz.This event shows clearly the bene�t of continuous recording: Smallscale events in the impulsive phase can be searched, independent of aburst detection system.
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PHOENIX-2: A New Spectrometer for Decimetric Radio Bursts 11

Figure 5. Event of 1998/09/11, 16:00-16:06 in the range of 100 MHz to 4000 MHz.The background picture gives an overview of the total event. Breaks in the spectraare due to missing data. The top inset shows a sequence of U-bursts in the impulsivephase. The middle inset displays a detail of the impulsive phase in the range of 1000MHz to 3000 MHz, exhibiting small scale emissions. The bottom inset is a detailof the middle inset, showing a turning point in one of these small scale bursts atabout 1750 MHz. An acoustic representation of parts of this event is presented onthe enclosed CD-ROM. 7. ConclusionsThe new radio spectrometer Phoenix-2 with enhanced capabilities be-came operational. Similar to the previous instrument, the free choiceof the number, bandwidth and frequency of the observed channelsmakes Phoenix-2 very exible for both broadband surveys as well asspeci�c studies at high temporal or spectral resolution. Thus it can beused for both joint observations with instruments observing in otherwavelengths and for independent, speci�c measurements.
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12 Compared to its predecessors, it o�ers a larger total bandwidthof observation, and full day-time data recording. The data transferto the processing and archiving computer occurs daily and is fullyautomatic. A new calibration procedure has been developed, basedon new instrumentation in the antenna focus. The observations arecalibrated and available in public with one day delay. Burst lists, dailyoverview spectrograms and other information are available on the Web(http://www.astro.phys.ethz.ch/rag/). It is planned to improveand to operate the instrument throughout the new solar cycle.AcknowledgementsThis paper is dedicated to the memory of the late Christoph Zmoos,whose assertive and dedicated work was essential in completing thePhoenix-2 instrument and whose compagnionship we are missing.The original design of the Phoenix-2 hardware was made by W.Stehling. Much of the new hardware has been developed by Th. Haber-macher and C. Zmoos. Important software has been contributed by A.Csillaghy. Thanks are due to F. Aebersold for his mechanical work.The construction of the Zurich radio spectrometers is �nanced by theSwiss National Science foundation, Grant No. 20-53664.98. The dailysolar ux values are contributed by the U.S. Department of Commerce,NOAA, Space Environment Center.AppendixMeasurements from broadband radio spectrometers are commonly dis-played in dynamic spectrograms, showing measured ux density as afunction of time and frequency. On the CD enclosed, measurementsperformed with the new instrument are represented in an acoustic way.Acoustic samples for type III bursts, type U bursts, and narrowbanddecimetric spikes are presented.ReferencesAschwanden M.J., and G�udel M., 1992, ApJ 401, 736Benz A.O., 1985, Solar Phys. 96, 357Benz, A.O., G�udel, M., Isliker, H., Miszkowicz, S., and Stehling, W. 1991, SolarPhys., 133, 385Benz A.O., Csillaghy A., and Aschwanden M.J., 1996, A&A 309, 291
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